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ABSTRACT :Dynamic Cost-sensitive Intrusion Response
System (Dy-COIRS) is considered as one of the challenging
intrusion response model in intrusion detection and
prevention systems (IDS/IPS) field. This type of intrusion
response system is faced to the issue of false positive
responses (FPR) such as an error responses toward normal
activities that does not affect the integrity, confidentiality
availability and authentication of computer systems. This
leads to high overhead which harms severally the overall
network performances. In this paper, we propose an
intelligent automatic dynamic cost sensitive model intended
for IRS related to IDS/IPS field where the impact of false
positive responses are minimized. This FPR reducing is
based on an algorithmic approach with a linear model
theory.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Dy-COIRS is able to assure responses against
attacks which are generally divided into the following four
categories [1], [13]: Denial of service, User to root (U2R),
Remote to local (R2L) and Probe. The decision of response
launch is based on cost approach without the aid of manual
interventions of a network administrator. A Dy-COIRS is
seen as an automatic intelligent system because its
components can dynamically establish a release in the form
of response further to intrusions analysis.

Fig. 1. Dy-COIRS used with IPS / IDS Systems
In a Dy-COIRS, the response can be given
dynamically for IDS or IPS systems, by considering two
values: intrusion affectation damage and response
deployment cost.

Fig. 2. The Functioning of Dy-COIRS
Those costs values are analysed to decide on the
necessity of an optimal given response [2]. So, the success
of a given response is strongly dependent on the good
balance between the attack affectation damage and the
system resources restoring costs.
In practice, the IRS has a false positive response
when it lunches a wrong response against a real attack or in
front of a normal activity. False positive responses in DyCOIRS can seriously affect, disrupt the efficiency and
harshly degrade the overall performances of IDS/IPS [3] [4]
[12].
When the most known intrusions can be avoided
or countermeasured by appropriate responses, false positive
responses are still subject of various research works. This
fact is due to their presence in IRS and Dy-COIRS field as
“mistake” phenomena related to an abnormal action in front
of an innocent behaviour. So, to decrease the impact of
these false positive responses in IDS/IPS field, many
reducing models concepts were developed [6] [7] [8] [9]
[10]. Indeed, these false positive reducing models permit to
report the real intrusions and attacks with false positive
responses minimization. Consequently, given appropriate
responses against real intrusions increase the operation
quality and the accuracy of such IRS and specially DyCOIRS.
In a Dy-COIRS, the fixed cost model is prediscussed and related to the cost of each intrusion and the
cost of the response launched as countermeasure [11]. In
reality, the choice of a model with a big enough cost of
false positive responses generates a large extra cost which
clearly undermines the performance and efficiency of an
Dy-COIRS. So, to avoid this problem a new cost-sensitive
model for intrusion response systems is required.
In this paper, we present a new intelligent costsensitive model for intrusion response systems used for
IDS/IPS to limit and minimize the impact of false positive
responses. Our proposed model is based on an algorithmic
approach with a linear model theory and on cost approach
of intrusions and responses. Moreover, our proposition of
false positive minimization enables to network
administrators to limit and reduce the cost generated by a
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false positive response and increase the performance of DyCOIRS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a related work that gives an overview on DyCOIRS and false positives responses minimization related
to intrusions responses systems. Section 3 presents models
with mathematical approach and especially linear models.
Section 4 presents our improvement. Section 5 presents
simulations and results. The conclusion is given in the last
section 6.

II.

RELATED WORK

The domain of Dy-COIRS with FPR minimization
was not enough targeted by the researchers these last years
as it was generally with intrusions detection, prevention or
response systems. But, there are few numerous research
works in this domain which can be revealing.
In the field of Dy-COIRS, many research works
are done independently of the purpose of FPR
minimization. We can mention the following researchers
works: B. Foo [14], T. Toth [2], I. Balepin [15], M. Jahnke
[16], S. Yu [17], M. Papadak [18], K. Haslum [13], C. P.
Mu [19], W. Kanoun [20] and N. Kheir [21]. All these
works present different models of Dy-COIRS without the
explicit false positive responses minimization.
At the first, Denning asserted in his study [22],
that the study of the costs is not seen in the aspect of an
authentic knowledge. This work switched on the first light
around the notion of cost in the field of intrusions
responses. Northcutt came to treat in [23] the methodology
of studies of the risks in the computer systems by
describing measures basing itself on degrees of criticality
and destruction. Approach proposed by Balepin [15] basing
on the principle of the representatives of services used a
graphic prototype for the selection of the optimal responses
with the institution of a typical hierarchy of resources by
engendering the maximum of privileges with the minimum
of cost. Toth [2] used of a prototype of a computer network
by taking into account means (functions/ services), the
users, the type of the network and the control access
systems. The costs of the responses are measured by basing
on the decrease of the values of the capacities of the
resources. The work of followers [14] was presented as
Framework allowing the choice and the deployment of the
automatic response against intrusions basing on two
categories of graphic plans: a plan of service and plan of
response.These models and these solutions evoked above
are not coherent between them. Every proposal has a
concept of evaluation and selection of response cost
sensitive with a different vision. The works of [22] and [23]
evoked for the first time the notion of cost, and the method
of study of the risks in the field of detection of intervention
without treating the response cost with connection with
intrusion cost. The works presented by [2] and [20]
considered the response cost in contribution with the
resources of system, by showing several processes of
estimation. Toth [2] calculates the cost of response as a
function of decrease of capacity of system. [15] measured
the cost of answer being the sum of the costs manually
committed by the affected system resources. All works
done by [2], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],[21],
[22] and [23] did not take into account the impact of cost
false positive response, and his necessary minimization to
have appropriate responses.

Other side, in the field of false positive responses
minimization, many research works are done independently
of the purpose of Dy-COIRS field. We can mention the
following researchers works: Subramanian [6], Benjamin
[7], Emmanuel Hooper [8], Hassen Sallay [9] and Kai
Hwang [10]. Subramanian [6] introduced a Content Split
Approach (CSA), made particularly for the signature
databases related to network intrusion detection and
prevention to reduce false positive responses. Benjamin [7]
suggested a relationship of the information associated to the
characteristics of the supervised information system,
information about the faults, information security utilities of
information security used to supervision events. Hooper [8]
proposed a model to minimize false positives responses
based on adaptive responses of firewall rules. This model
represents a mixture of firewall structural design connected
with response rules, to reject entrance to crucial segments to
doubtful hosts in the computer network. Hassen Sallay [9]
reflected on a scalable structure for IDS shared for
networks with a large flow to amend efficiency. Kai Hwang
[10] suggested a hybrid model of signature based Intrusion
Detection System IDS and Anomaly Detection System
(ADS), to reduce false-positive and to detect unknown
intrusions.
There are little research works that targeted the
minimization of false positive responses within the DyCOIRS. We can mention the following researchers works:
W. Lee[1], Strasburg [24], S. Tanachaiwiwat [25], and N.
Stakhanova [5]. Work by Lee [1] considered experimental
costs of the effects of the intrusions and the measures taken
by the responses as criteria for the responses choice against
the intrusions already classified. This work introduces a
cost-benefit measure which incorporates multiple
dimensions of cost in the face of an intrusion: response
cost. This work is done only for IDS and not IPS. It did not
target the Dy-COIRS. And the minimization of the cost of
False Positive was treated usually implicitly with
Consequential Cost Reducing and not explicitly as specific
False Positive minimization. The works of Strasburg [24]
and N. Stakhanova [5] presents a host-based framework for
cost-sensitive intrusion response selection with a method
for evaluating each intrusion response with respect to the
risk of potential intrusion damage, effectiveness of response
action and response cost for a system. The minimization of
false positive response is treated implicitly with damage
cost optimization. S. Tanachaiwiwat [25] presented a
framework constructed with three essential modules: the
IDS (intrusion detection system), the RAS (risk assessment
systems), and the IRS (intrusion response system). The
RAS is able to distinguish different kinds of false alarms or
miss detections. The minimization of false positive
responses is made in the context of the risk assessment
systems without a using of specific algorithm for FP
reducing.

III.

LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEM

In the mathematics sense, a system is linear if we
can apply it the principle of superimposing. Basing on a
physical point, linear system can be defined more restrictive
as a system that is can be described by differential
equations with finished order and constant coefficients.
With this definition, we can associate with the system, by
means of the transformed of Laplace, a transmittance H (p)
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which is a rational fraction with p=jw. In automatic, we
complete frequently the of linearity with the transmittance
associated with the pure delay, that is a term of the form
exp (-αp) with α is a constant time. The methods of study of
the linear systems are very powerful in reason of the
available tools (linear algebra, differential equations and
differential systems.
The linear systems are relatively simple from a
mathematical and algorithmic point of view, and purely
exactly because of the linearity of the equations.
An linear control system is a commanded system
possessing a device of return allowing to compensate for
the infidelity of a physical system. It includes:







The direct chain H(p): it is the commanded
system which is subjected to the influence of the
disturbances and thus miss of fidelity. Its
transmittance is often noted H (p).
The chain of return K: it converts the greatness
of exit in a tension which is the signal of return xr.
This sensor must be faithful, so, insensible with
the disturbances.
The organ of display K: it transforms the wished
value Ye of y (instruction) to tension x. it is not
present in all control process.
The comparator: it elaborates the signal of error e
= x – xr

A linear control system in a certain range around
the point of rest, provided with an organ of display, a
buckle of return and supposed initially in the rest, has the
following functional plan:

Fig. 3. Functional plan of linear control system

IV.

OUR IMPROVEMENT

Generally, each activity in the computer network
has two states: real attack or normal activity. Each such DyCOIRS can have three reactions: no response, true response
or false response. We can present all possible combinations
between intrusions cases and responses cases on the
following figure:

Fig. 4. The Reaction cases of Dy-COIRS
The false positive response is a simple wrong
countermeasure which can be launched by IDS or IPS
through IRS and specially Dy-COIRS when a legitimate
activity is considered wrongly as attack.

The Figure 4 illustrates that the false positive
response corresponds to the two cases: C2 and C5. False
negative response corresponds to the case C4. True
response corresponds to the two cases: C1 and C6. The case
C3 is not feasible because it cannot logically happen in
reality.
This problem of false positive responses can be
treated at two basic approaches. The first approach is the
conception of the IDS and IPS. The second is the
implementation part of these systems. Indeed, for a given
legitimate activity in the network, the IDS or IPS intercepts
it as an attack, and sent an order to the IRS to launch
immediately a response independently to any estimation to
the cost or the impact of this countermeasure on the actual
environment. So the intrusion detecting processing shown
with conception and implementation approach of IDS or
IPS is not enough to limit the impact of this phenomenon of
false positive on network performance and efficiency
security strategy.

Fig.5. Typical cases of false positive treating
The Figure 5 illustrates typical cases and
approaches of treating of false positive responses. In the
first step, for a given innocent activity in the network, IDS
or IPS considers it wrongly as intrusion at design or
operational approach. In second strep and after making
mistake, IDS or IPS send an order to Dy-COIRS to launch
an passive response as alarms or an active response as
blocking of the traffic considered as doubtful or stopping
packages every time an attack is discovered. As a result, all
passive or active false positive responses that verify the
classic conditions detection through conception and
operational approaches present an overhead which impact
directly the network performance and the IDS or IPS
severity.
Recent works [1], [5], [24] and [25] are still using
the minimization of false positive responses implicitly with
damage cost optimization and in some cases it is made in
the context of the risk assessment systems without a using
of specific algorithm for FP reducing. This choice of classic
process give a greatest weakness related to the cost
minimizing of false positive. Indeed, without this cost
model for false positive, administrators will have difficulty
to understand the cost of false positive in their
organizations, depending on the way they implement their
IDS, IPS and Dy-COIRS. Thereafter, without this model,
we have not an effective tool to help network administrators
to describe quantifiable costs of false positives responses
and other costs that are concrete, still difficult to quantify
such as loss of services.
In this section, we present a cost sensitive
responses model aiming to limit the impact of false
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positives responses launched wrongly by Dy-COIRS in the
case of an innocent activity in the network. Our approach
has the advantage not to require any complex process
because it only based on the linear system theory. Our cost
model presents the responses costs launched against attacks
and intrusions threatening a network during a period and
this model helps for minimizing of false positive responses
impact. Moreover, this responses costs presentation and
false positive responses impact minimizing is a lightweight
calculation and it is based on the standard theory of linear
systems. The choice of the linear approach is due to its
simplicity
Referring to the Figure 5, the phenomena of false
positive appears when a IDS or IPS detect wrongly a
legitimate activity as an attack. This mistake aspect can
appear at design or implementation approach. So, an error
response as false positive should be launched by DyCOIRS. That means that minimizing false positives
responses can be done by reducing their responses costs.
Based on this observation, we can define the cost response
results of an Dy-COIRS relates to IDS or IPS through the
Cost Response Matrix

Indeed, We consider also, the matrix B
representing the number of responses launched against
intrusions following the the random low. This matrix will
be constructed after a long observation of system targeted
by intrusions during the study period. Each (bij) illustrates
the number of the response of type j against the intrusion of
type i.
For each intrusion of type i, the total number of responses
launched against it is represented by Ni:
Ni=

𝑘=𝑛
𝑘=1

𝑏ik

(2)
Where:



bik is the number of the response of type k against
the intrusion of type i.
n is the total number of intrusions and responses

The probability that a response of type k, will be
launched against the intrusion of type i is represented as
following:
ik = ( bik /

M= ( cij )

𝑚=𝑛
𝑚=1

𝑏 im )

(1)

(3)

M is a square matrix of order n+1, where n is the
number of different intrusion types. For 1 < i, j < n, the i-th
row corresponds to intrusion type i. The j-th column
corresponds to response type j launched by The Dy-COIRS.
The matrix element (mij) is equal to the cost represented by
response type j against the attack type i. The intrusions are
indicated by the rows and responses by columns.
The costs false negative responses correspond to
all miss detection at the last column marked as the FNR
domain. The cost false positive response are at bottom row
with i = n+1 for no attacks marked as the FPR domain.

We define also the matrix C=(cij)= (ij) that
represents the probability matrix of responses launched
against intrusions . The probability matrix is described as
following in the proposed model:

Fig.7. C probability matrix of responses
Fig.6. M cost Response matrix
In the following part of this work, in order to show
the importance of our proposed, we define the matrix A as
the initial cost matrix of cost related to the Dy-COIRS. It
represents the knowledge module of cost rules using to
evaluate the cost response. Each (a ij) show the cost
deployment of the response j against the intrusion i. The
values of (aij) are evaluated by technical and financial
administrators using a real journal of history of events and
specially different intrusions. The costs of different
responses deployed are calculated and noted in this journal.
The matrix A is a represents cost rules module defined for
each Dy-COIRS.

Thereafter, define D=( dij) as the matrix of real
response cost or the normalized cost matrix .It is observed
during period study. We can define the matrix D as a
multiplication of the two matrixes A and C.
D=A×C
(4)
Each dij is obtained as the cost of response j
launched against an intrusion i, following the term:
dij =

𝑘=𝑛
𝑘=1

𝑎 ik× c kj

(5)
For our proposed algorithm for the minimization
of false positive, we consider the definitions bellow:
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Tolerance value (TV): a value chosen for each
IDS/IPS, under it , the rate of false positive allows
to have an optimal work of IDS/IPS.
Cfp:
false positive responses cost defined
following the matrix D.
Ctotal: responses total cost defined following the
matrix D.
Rt: false-Positive Cost Ratio= Cfp / Ctotal
Rav: the average false-Positive Cost Ratio
Matrix A0 : Present the initial values of the matrix
A0 related to each IDS/IPS/ Dy-COIRS.







We define the knowledge module that can compare the
False-Positive cost Ratio with a tolerance value (TV).





Our proposed algorithm for the minimization of false
positive is presented as following:
Matrix A = Matrix A0;
TV=TV0;
Step 1: Matrix B
Matrix C;
D=A×C;
+1
Cfp= 𝑖=𝑛
𝑑i, n+1;
𝑖=1
𝑗 =𝑛+1
𝑖=𝑛+1
Ctotal= 𝑖=1
𝑑 i,j ;
𝑗 =1
If (Rt < TV) then (our IDS/IPS is working optimally : OK);
If not (Rt ≥ TV) then (our IDS/IPS is working non
optimally: NOK):
{ Rav= Rt/(n+1);
For i=1 to i=n+1;
If (aij≥ Rav) then
aij=aij – 1 ;
EndIf;
EndFor; }
EndIfnot;
Go to step1;

V.

SIMULATION AND RESULT

For illustrative purpose, we tested our model on
real IDS with simulation experiments over the following
alarm matrix resulted from data entries extracted from an
IDS evaluation report by IT maintenance dept. in
Q1/2012.This matrix corresponds five 5 attacks types in the
following Table. The matrix entries correspond to a 3
month-long monitoring of a troubleshooting and
maintenance entity.
Cost matrix

Matrix Random Generation
Ci
16
0
A 2
0
0
5

0
13
0
0
0
1

2
0
41
0
0
4

0
1
3
8
0
5

0
0
0
0
2
0

22
10
19
24
4
0

Cost matrix (multinomiale law )

AxC =

5,2
2,4
D 12
3,3
1,2
1,8

4,96
3,7
7,86
5,24
0,85
2,62

7,81 9,9 4,5 7,6
4,7 6 1,9 5,3
17,7 11 8,8 8,3
6,56 6 4 7
0,75 1,3 0,8 1,2
4,19 3 1,7 1,7

4

4

7

10

3

4

32

2

4

5

7

1

5

24

B 6

3

9

4

4

2

28

1

7

8

3

3

3

25

8

4

1

5

3

2

23

3

3

4

5

3

6

24

0,13 0,13 0,22 0,31

0,09

0,13

1

0,08 0,17 0,21 0,29

0,04

0,21

1

C 0,21 0,11 0,32 0,14

0,14

0,07

1

0,04 0,28 0,32 0,12

0,12

0,12

1

0,35 0,17 0,04 0,22

0,13

0,09

1

0,13 0,13 0,17 0,21

0,13

0,25

1

The probability model:

Fig.8. Our first simulation of the cost model of responses

Step 1 : If the 8% is less than the TV our IDS/IPS
is working optimally  OK
Step 2 : If the 8% is more than the TV our IDS/IPS
is working non optimally NOK
o We have to react to this situation by
minimizing the false-Positive Cost Ratio
cost line

The average of the False-Positive
cost is = 15/6 = 2.5

If the Cost is > 2.5  put Cost – 1
Goto Step 1

Cost matrix

Matrix Random Generation
Ci
16 0 2 0
0 13 0 1
A 2 0 41 3
0 0 0 8
0 0 0 0
4 1 3 4

0
0
0
0
2
0

22
10
19
24
4
0

Cost matrix (multinomiale law )
4,3
1,1
D 9,7
3
0,5
2,5

AxC =

6,97
4,82
10
5,08
0,87
1,35

3,68
5,19
10,3
4,36
0,8
2,73

7

5

4

6

4

9

35

1

6

9

8

1

3

28

B 4

3

4

3

4

3

21

8

1

10

7

2

1

29

6

1

8

1

10

4

30

1

6

2

7

10

4

30

0,20 0,14 0,11 0,17

0,11

0,26

1

0,04 0,21 0,32 0,29

0,04

0,11

1

C 0,19 0,14 0,19 0,14

0,19

0,14

1

0,28 0,03 0,34 0,24

0,07

0,03

1

0,20 0,03 0,27 0,03

0,33

0,13

1

0,03 0,20 0,07 0,23

0,33

0,13

1

The probability model:
8,2
6,3
11
7,5
1
2,4

9,5
3,9
15
8,6
2
1,3

7,3
2,8
9
3,5
0,8
1,7

Fig.9. Our second simulation minimizing cost false
positive
If we suppose that the TV = 7.5% and as we
decrease the False-Positive Cost value by 1, we have u = 12
false-positive alarms at the bottom row. Our total cost is
182 that mean our false-Positive Cost Ratio is 7% which
means that our IDS/IPS is now with an optimal Dy-COIRS.

VI.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we propose a cost-sensitive model
for Intrusion Response Systems to limit the impact of false
positive in IRS and specially Dy-COIRS. Our approach
reduces the cost of false positive responses launched by DyCOIRS in the case of an innocent activity comparing to the
classic methods based on detection without cost approach
revealing defined at the beginning of a communication.
Therefore, the cost of false positive responses are reduced
which increase the IRS and COSIRS performance. As a
future work, we plan to study the COSIRS performance in
the case where we combine our cost model, based on linear
system theory, with another model minimizing the false
negative responses.
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